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1 Introduction 30
Parameter estimation on entirely ungaged catchments 31
Prediction in ungaged basins (PUB) has been one major focus of the hydrological community 32 in the past decade [Sivapalan, 2003 ] but still remains a great challenge. A full review of 33 ungaged basin research is not within the scope of this article and readers are referred to the 34 recent reviews by Blöschl et al. [2013] and Hrachowitz et al. [2013] . 35 Here, we only mention that the most common parameter estimation techniques to transfer 36 information from gaged (donor) to ungaged (target) catchments are based on: (1) regression 37 equations linking parameters to physical and climate catchment characteristics (regressions to 38 be calibrated on gaged catchments), (2) transfer of parameter sets obtained in gaged 39
catchments that are similar in terms of physical and climate characteristics to the target 40 catchment, (3) transfer of parameter sets obtained in geographically close catchments. Many 41 variants exist, including procedures of regional model calibration [Castiglioni et al., 2010 results. In dense network conditions, spatial proximity approaches are often those that 47 space, i.e. within a collection of parameter sets previously obtained in other gaged 140 catchments. The authors showed that this approach outperforms the classic calibration 141 approaches when only short-flow time series are available. The results of Andréassian et al. 142 [2014] corroborate these findings: they found that choosing parameters within a short-list of 143 27 parameter sets was more robust than making full calibration of the GR4J model when less 144 than 1 year of flow data is available. 145 measurements. On a set of catchments in Switzerland, they showed that even a few flow 158 measurements help constrain parameters and improve model performance over purely 159 regionalized parameters. 160
The above studies suggest that regional sources of information can be useful for parameter 161 estimation even in the classic case of model calibration at a long-term gauging station. In 162 almost ungaged stations, on which this paper focuses, starting from regional hydrological 163 knowledge appears promising. 164
Scope of the paper 165
The above review suggests that parameters can be estimated using a limited number of flow 166 observations (not necessarily contiguous but possibly spread out in time), but that classic 167 optimization algorithms are insufficient for model parameterization when only a few flow 168 data are available for calibration. Exploiting the prior knowledge gained at a regional level (in 169 physically or spatially neighboring gauging catchments) is a valid alternative for parameter 170
identification. 171
This paper presents a new parameter estimation approach for almost ungaged catchments, 172 which specifically combines regional information transferred from neighboring gaged 173 catchments with local information contributed by a limited number of flow measurements. 174
The framework we present in this paper intends to make use of these measurements for the 175 identification of hydrological model parameters, thus making a bridge between the fully 176 ungaged and gaged cases, as illustrated in Figure 1 . These two approaches use the same prior information (a library of parameter sets previously 206 calibrated on gaged catchments) but differ in the way parameter sets are selected, i.e. the way 207 they define the distance between the donor gaged catchment and the target ungaged 208 catchment: in the first case, the distance is either defined in the space of physical descriptors 209 or geographically (regional information); in the second case, the distance is a function of the 210 difference between model simulations and flow observations (local information). 211
Prerequisites 212
In the presentation below, we consider that the lumped continuous rainfall-runoff model we 213 wish to apply has previously been calibrated on p gaged catchments, providing p parameter 214 sets that constitute a parameter library. For these p catchments and for the ungaged catchment 215 studied, a number of physical descriptors (e.g. catchment area, drainage density, mean slope, 216 vegetation cover, etc.) and geographic coordinates are also available. Based on this regional 217 information, the proposed approach can be applied using either physical similarity or spatial 218 proximity as a basis for hypothesizing catchment similarity. 219
In these neighborhood methods, a pool of M best parameter sets instead of a single best set 220 can be used, since this often gives better model results [Goswami et al., 2007] . Pools of 221 parameter sets are generally applied by averaging the corresponding simulated model outputs: 222 the model is applied on the ungaged catchment with each of the M parameter sets before 223 averaging the M outputs. This option indeed performs better than averaging the M parameter 224 sets before applying the model, given the non-linearity of simulated processes [Oudin et al., 225 2008] . 226
In terms of data availability, we assume that the continuous time series of areal precipitation 227 and potential evapotranspiration (PE) are available in the ungaged target catchment over the 228 period where individual flow measurements are made, allowing the continuous rainfall-runoff 229 model to be run over this period. 230
Proposed approach 231
The method outlined below was found to be the most efficient among many variants that are 232 not presented here for the sake of brevity. Rojas-Serna [2005] provides full details of these 233 other attempts, e.g. the design of weighted objective functions based on model errors and the 234 departure of parameter values from their initial estimates obtained by regionalization. Note 235 that the framework proposed below is presented using flow as a source of information but 236 could also be generalized to other variables deemed useful for parameter estimation (soil 237 moisture, snow cover, etc.). The proposed approach involves three steps: 238
Step 1: Ranking the library's p parameter sets 239
The parameter sets of the p gaged catchments in the library are first ranked using the selected 240 neighborhood approach. The closest catchment is given rank 1, the most remote is given rank 241 p. We note reg j r the rank of the j th parameter set in the library. It is up to the end-user to define 242 the neighborhood approach and the associated distance metric. 243
In parallel, the model is run on the ungaged catchment using each parameter set of the library 244 in turn and the available precipitation and PE time series. For each flow simulation produced, 245 a model error F is calculated on the N dates when flow observations are available. It is up to 246 the user to define the formulation of F, given his knowledge of the model and his modeling 247 objectives. The p parameter sets are ranked by increasing model error. The parameter set 248 providing the lowest model error is given rank 1, the one providing the largest error is given 249 rank p. We note loc j r the rank of the j th parameter set in the library. 250
Step 2: Combining ranks and selecting a pool of M parameter sets 251
Two distances between the target catchment and the catchments in the library were defined in 252 the previous step: a distance in terms of neighborhood and a distance in terms of model error. combined rank, which means that they will be considered equivalent in the proposed method. 266
This procedure merges the regional information with the local information gained from point 267 flow measurements and guides the selection of donor catchments that are eventually both 268 regionally and locally relevant. Using the combined rank r, a pool of the M closest parameter 269 sets can be selected (i.e. the M parameter sets ranked first). The choice of M will be discussed 270 in Section 4.2. 271
Step 3: Determining the flow in the almost ungaged catchment using the pool of M 272 
Options for case study application 289
In the case study application described in Section 3, the following choices were made. We 290 used spatial proximity as the neighborhood approach, since it is the best performing method 291 on our data set [Oudin et al., 2008] . To compute the distance separating the neighboring 292 catchment from the target ungaged catchment, a distance combining the horizontal Euclidean 293 distance between the outlets (d outlet ) and the horizontal Euclidean distance between the 294 centroids (d centroid ) was selected. Previous tests [Lebecherel, 2015] showed that using this 295 distance was beneficial to transfer information between catchments of different sizes. The 296 distance d considered is therefore defined as: 297
In terms of model error F, here we selected the root mean square error (RMSE) calculated on 298 all the available flow measurements: 299
where i Q and i C are the observed discharge and the discharge calculated with the model, 300
respectively, for the date of the i th flow measurement. The root square transformed flows were 301 used to compute F, because Oudin et al. [2006] showed that this formulation limits the 302 influence of high flows and provides a more general model. 303
Obviously, the method can be applied with other options according to the modeler's choice, in 304 terms of neighborhood, distance calculation [Gottschalk et al., 2011] or model error 305 formulation [Crochemore et al., 2015] . 306
3
Data, models and assessment methodology 307 For a general evaluation of the method, we used a large set of catchments and two rainfall-308 runoff models. 309
Catchments and data set 310
The proposed approach was tested on a large and varied catchment set for two reasons. First, 311 when a method is assessed on a large data set, we can have greater confidence in its 312 applicability and robustness Gupta et al., 2014] . Second, the 313 method itself requires a library of parameter sets that should be large enough to be 314 representative of the conditions of the zone studied [see the discussion by Perrin et al., 2008] . 315 We used a set of 609 small to medium-size catchments in France (Figure 2 ). This set 316 represents a variety of hydrometeorological conditions, as shown in Table 1 series were extracted from the HYDRO national archive (http://hydro.eaufrance.fr). These 330 data are generally considered to be of good quality. 331
Rainfall-runoff models and parameter library 332
The method outlined in this paper can be applied with any lumped rainfall-runoff model. Here 333 we used two models to reach more robust conclusions and possibly analyse differences 334 between models. We applied the four-parameter GR4J model ] and the 335 eight-parameter TOPM model . A sketch of the model structures is 336 shown in Figure 3 and the meaning of the parameters is given in Table 2 . These two models 337 were previously used in French catchments showing comparable levels of performance 338 [Oudin et al., 2008; Perrin et al., 2008] . More advanced sampling strategies could be adopted to improve modeling efficiency [Viviroli 371 and , but this was not within the scope of this article. 372
Evaluation criteria 373
The evaluation of the method was based on model performance obtained in validation mode 374 as measured by the Nash and Sutcliffe 2. in fully gaged conditions: we applied the optimization algorithm mentioned above 396 using all the data available in the calibration period. 397
Other benchmarks could be considered in model evaluation [see e.g. Seibert, 1999] , but since 398 the intention here was not to compare various parameter estimation methods, we kept only 399 these two "extreme" benchmarks. 400
Results

401
In this section, we present the results of the proposed approach for almost ungaged 402 catchments. We discuss the sensitivity of the method to the value of the weighting factor of 403 the regional information (α) and to the number (M) of parameter sets in the pool applied to 404 the ungaged catchment. The two hydrological models were applied with an increasing number 405 of flow measurements (N). After determining the optimum values, we evaluate the 406 performance of the proposed approach, which we compare with the reference methods. 407
Results of reference methods 408
For the two models (GR4J and TOPM) and three evaluation criteria (C LQ , C RQ and C Q ), 409 The efficiencies obtained by the two models are close in ungaged conditions. GR4J is slightly 418 better than TOPM in fully gaged conditions. Note that in gaged mode, the models are quite 419 efficient on average on the 609 catchments, since they reach C efficiencies of around 0.60-420 0.65 (equivalent to 0.75-0.79 in terms of the NS criterion). As expected, the efficiency 421 obtained in fully gaged conditions is far better than that obtained in fully ungaged conditions. 422
This sets the range of improvements that can be obtained using flow information. 423 
Sensitivity to the number M of neighbors in almost ungaged conditions 429
We evaluated the sensitivity of the proposed approach to the number M of parameter sets 430 selected in the pool applied to the ungaged catchment. To simplify the presentation, we fixed 431 the weight of regional information, α, at 0.5 (the results are very similar for other α values).
432
We tested the two models using an increasing number of donors (M = 1, 2, …, 9, 10, 15) and 433 an increasing number of flow measurements (N = 1, 2, …, 6, 7, 10, 20, 50). 4). α values were discretely tested with a 0.1 step.
496
It therefore seems that the optimal settings of the proposed approach in terms of the relative 497 importance of the regional information may partly depend on the model and, to a greater 498 extent, on the modeling objectives. However, given that the shapes of the relationship 499 between α and N are similar, a general formulation to determine the value of α for a given 500 number N of flow measurements available is proposed: 501
where a and b are two coefficients to be determined for the model and objectives selected. 502
The values of a and b and the corresponding curves are shown in Figure 7 . Additional tests 503
(not detailed here) show that b is the less sensitive parameter of the two and the results 504 indicate that fixing it does not yield significant loss in modeling efficiency. In the subsequent 505 tests, we used the value b=1.4, which was found to provide the best results. 506 Figure 8 shows the changes in the mean efficiency of the GR4J and TOPM models obtained 508 by applying the proposed approach for almost ungaged conditions to our data set, using 509 between 1 and 50 point measurements. It exploits both local flow measurements and regional 510 information, using the number M of neighbors determined previously and the optimum values 511 of α calculated by Eq. 4. It is compared with the two reference methods (the neighborhood for 512 the fully ungaged case and the optimization algorithm for the fully gaged case). 513
Performance of the proposed approach 507
On average, the proposed approach efficiently uses the information provided by regional 514 information and local flow measurements, since it proves more efficient than the reference 515 method (i.e. the fully ungaged case) for all the efficiency criteria (C Q , C LQ and C RQ ). 516
These results show that the method proposed here can effectively exploit the two sources of 517 information. It is particularly valuable when only a few flow measurements are available. 518 Some improvement in model performance can be obtained in comparison with the sole use of 519 regional information when only one or two flow measurements are available. In most cases 520 (models and criteria), ten measurements (or a few more in the case of C Q ) can reduce the 521 performance gap between the gaged and ungaged situations by more than 50%. 522 523 Figure 8 . Efficiency of the proposed approach in validation for almost ungaged catchments compared to the 524 ungaged and gaged conditions for the GR4J and TOPM models for an increasing number of flow measurements
525
(from 1 to 50). The number N of donor catchments is set to seven and nine for GR4J and TOPM, respectively.
526
For the C LQ criterion, the proposed approach provides more efficient results than the fully 527 gaged case for both models when N exceeds 10-20. This may appear surprising, but can 528 partly be explained by the fact that the evaluation criterion is different from the calibration 529 objective function (C RQ ). Here, the fully gaged value is not the optimal validation value for 530 this criterion. More surprisingly, a similar behavior can be observed for the TOPM model and 531 the C RQ evaluation criterion. These results may be explained by the use of multiple sets of 532 parameters (a pool of M=9 for TOPM) to simulate flows on almost ungaged catchments. 533 Figure 9 shows the efficiency of TOPM when applying the method for M=9 and M=1 (i.e. 534 using a single donor). Clearly, the multi-parameter approach outperforms the single-parameter 535 approach for TOPM, which remains below the fully gaged case. Note also that the results 536
shown here were obtained in validation mode, and the multi-parameter approach may be more 537 robust than the single-parameter approach. This behavior is observed to a larger extent for 538 TOPM than for GR4J, which may come from its higher number of parameters and 
Impact on parameter estimates 546
We showed that progressively adding local information to existing regional information 547 yields better model performance in validation. This means that estimated parameters are more 548 transferable in time. Hence one could expect that they are closer to values estimated using full 549 flow information, which should be more representative of the catchment behavior over the 550 long term. Therefore, the proposed approach should help obtain more general parameters. 551
This was investigated by analyzing the parameter variability when the number of point flow 552 measurements increases. Because parameters can vary over a wide range, parameter values 553
were normalized in each case by the long-term optimum parameter set, i.e. the parameter set 554 obtained by calibration on the full data period. The distribution of these normalized 555 parameters on the sample of 609 catchments is shown in Figure 10 for N between 1 and 50. 556
To simplify the analysis, only the parameter set ranked first in our approach was considered 557 here (trends are similar when using the pool of parameter sets). 
5
Conclusion and perspectives
571
In this article, a combined approach was devised to simultaneously exploit regional 572 information and local measurements. The proposed approach weights the two sources of 573 information depending on the availability of point flow measurements. It provides simulations 574 intermediate between fully ungaged and fully gaged situations. In this sense, the method 575 intends to make the connection between these two cases. This approach opens ways to make 576 model parameter estimation more reliable in all the catchments where only a few flow 577 measurements are available. As more flow measurements become available, the model 578 becomes more robust, i.e. it obtains better results in validation. The parameters also tend to 579 progressively converge to the long-term values estimated in fully gaged conditions. Hence the 580 procedure progressively adapts the values of parameters as new flow information is added, in 581 some type of "learning process" [Buytaert and Beven, 2009] . 582
Starting from a prior (the regional estimate) and progressively narrowing the parameter values 583 by adding new information may be seen as a typical Bayesian process [Thiemann et al., 584 2001] . The advantage of the proposed approach is that it remains very simple without making 585 statistical assumptions, but it would be interesting to compare it with formal Bayesian 586 approaches in future work. 587
The method was tested using one specific regionalization approach, two rainfall-runoff 588 models and three evaluation criteria targeting various flow types (high or low). Interestingly, 589 the method's settings were shown to depend more on the modeling objective than on the 590 model used. However, the method is general and flexible enough to be efficiently applied to 591 other models and objectives and a simple way was proposed to weight the regional and local 592
information. The approach was tested on a large data set of 609 catchments and compared to 593 two simple benchmarks, which gives confidence on its generality, overall efficiency 594 ] and applicability at the regional level . 595 One major conclusion is that acquiring flow information by point measurements and 596 efficiently combining it with prior regional information can be very effective in improving 597 parameter estimation, as already suggested by other authors [Seibert and Beven, 2009] . 598
Studies comparing various parameter estimation strategies (and possibly involving other types 599 of observations than flow) would be very useful to conduct in the context of almost ungaged 600 catchments. 601
One limit of these tests is that flows were sequentially drawn at random in the existing series, 602 irrespective of the flow magnitude, dynamics (rising limb or recession) or season. These 603 various conditions are known to provide different informative content for the estimation of 604 model parameters [Wagener et al., 2003] Author-produced version of the article published in Water Resources Research (2016), vol. 52, n° 6 p. 4765-4784 The original publication is available at http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/2015WR018549/epdf ©. 
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